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This module explores the development patterns of the rule of law and democracy in East Asian countries, 
particularly South Korea and Taiwan. Theories of democracy commonly hold that the acceptance of rule of law in 
non-democratic countries would likely lead to democratization, especially after a certain level of economic 
growth. Several developmental states in East Asia are often referred as typical examples as their legal reforms 
started in the authoritarian era, progressed along with economic prosperity, and triggered democratic and political 
reforms in the end. The policy implications of this thesis are manifested by numerous rule of law promotion 
programs supported by international organizations worldwide. However, this optimistic thesis seems to have met 
challenges recently considering the global democratic recession and the rise of populism and authoritarianism in 
many parts of the world.. 
 
In this module, the lecturer scrutinizes this linear, optimistic thesis by examining the rich history of the rule of law 
development in Asia. As opposed to this linear thesis, this module offers a pluralist understanding of the rule of 
law and democratic development, unveiling its diverse trajectories and dynamics in East Asian context. The 
module revisits the assumptions of the linear thesis: for example, authoritarian legality is merely transitional; 
lawyers serve as the democratic agent;  legalization is equal to the rule of law; or legal reforms give rise to 
political openness. In specific, this module examines traditional legal philosophy in the region (e.g. Confucianism 
and Legalism), narratives about legal reforms developed by developmental states, the role of legal professionals, 
international factors such as the Cold War and the influence of the United States, civil law traditions, 
Prussian/German law influence, colonial legacy and post-colonial nationalism.  
 
For the coming semester, the lecturer will focus on South Korea and Taiwan, with necessary comparisons with 
other Asian countries including China, Japan, Hong Kong and Singapore. Students will be guided by the lecturer 
to conduct academic research. At the end of the course, participants should be able to: 
 

1. Demonstrate an interdisciplinary understanding of how the rule of law has progressed in East Asian 
context; 

2. Develop a non-ideological understanding of diverse trajectories of the rule of law and democratic 
development in the region; 

3. Be familiar with relevant theories of law and politics, law and development, and law and society; 
4. Be equipped with fundamental knowledge necessary for policymaking with respect to rule of law 

promotion and relevant international collaboration; 
5. Be able to conduct comparative law research on relevant topics. 

The structure of the module is divided into four parts. First, seminars 1-2 explore conventional theories about the 
rule of law and democracy, introduce historical background, and thereby lay the foundation for following critical 
analyses. Second, seminars 3-5 construct the framework for understanding the rule of law and democratic 
development in East Asia, with three major dimensions—authoritarian legality, economic development, and 
democracy transition. Based on this framework, seminar 6-10 further pinpoint the key variables that have 
determined the trajectories of the rule of law and democratic development in the region. In the end, seminars 11-
12 revisit the conventional theories before concluding this module.  

 

The topics are (subject to changes): 

SEMINAR ONE: INTRODUCTION—THE NARROW CORRIDOR BETWEEN STATE AND SOCIETY 

SEMINAR TWO: FRAMEWORK—DEMOCRACY, DEVELOPMENT, AND THE RULE OF LAW 

SEMINAR THREE: DEMOCRACY—GUIDED DEMOCRACY AND LEGAL TRANSPLANT 

SEMINAR FOUR: DEVELOPMENT—STATE CAPITALISM AND LEGAL INSTRUMENTALISM 

SEMINAR FIVE: THE RULE OF LAW—AUTHORITARIAN LEGALITY, GERMAN AND COLONIAL LAW LEGACIES    

SEMINAR SIX: LEGAL ACTORS AS THE DEMOCRATIC AGENT 

SEMINAR SEVEN: INTERNATIONAL INFLUENCE  

SEMINAR EIGHT: NATIONALISM AND DIVIDED POLITICS 

SEMINAR NINE: IMPACT OF ECONOMIC INEQUALITY ON GOVERNANCE 

SEMINAR TEN: RULE OF LAW AFTER DEMOCRATIZATION  

SEMINAR ELEVEN: CONVENTIONAL THEORIES REVISITED  

SEMINAR TWELVE: CONCLUSION 
 


